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STOCK & FLOCK

Four-Legged
Peace of Mind

Livestock Guardian Dogs in the Field
Gunner in the training pen, a 4-month-old Great Pyrenees/Maremma cross.

by DENICE RACKLEY
Editor’s Note: Part one of this threepart article on livestock guardian dogs
was published in the July issue of Acres
U.S.A. Look for part three in the September issue.
As we learned in part one of this article, a good livestock guardian dog is
the result of good genetics, protective
behaviors that suit each individual
situation and nurturing behavior cemented by the way the pup has been
raised. There are many opinions on
the best way to raise a LGD. We investigate several different approaches
by visiting with livestock producers
who raise and use LGDs with poultry,
goats and sheep.
This article will also help you decide if a LGD is the right choice for

you and help you ask the right questions to find a dog that will give your
stock the protection they need while
giving you peace of mind.

DIFFERENT PERSPECTIVES
Leslie & Jon Carter
Leslie and Jon Carter of Scio, Oregon, have a grass-based flock of
Wiltshire sheep and pastured poultry.
They raise four breeds of chickens —
Americana, Cuckoo Maran, Leghorn
and Welsummer — chosen for their
excellent forage ability and egg production.
The Carters began with sheep, incorporating LGDs for predator protection. Poultry was added to take
advantage of the excellent fertilizer
the chickens provide. It made sense
to them to figure out a system to
move the chicken house and chickens
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through the pastures, allowing the
chickens to do triple duty — eating
insects and spreading fertilizer while
producing a cash crop (eggs). The
Carters use Maremma/Great Pyrenees guardians to protect the chickens
from their main predators; raccoons
and skunks, as well as eagles and
other birds of prey.
Their pups start in the barn, separated from the sheep with fencing.
As they mature they are allowed to
be with the sheep — at first where
they can be supervised and later are
moved into larger pastures. Some of
their dogs climb into the pasture with
the chickens, but the Carters found
the dogs don’t have to be in the same
pasture to provide protection. Getting the young guardians to accept
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Arlette Seib’s Akbash/Great Pyrenees cross Oakley.

chickens has not proven difficult says
Leslie.
“We keep a close eye on them for
a bit. Some dogs seem to accept them
without incident; other dogs are more
of a challenge. Playing with chickens
can be hard to resist. Some need only
verbal correction; I have caught dogs
with chickens in their mouths. When I
yell at them they drop the chicken unharmed. Other dogs have needed tire
drags or shock collars to teach them
to not chase and harm the chickens
and sheep.”
Mary Falk
Mary Falk of Grantsburg, Wisconsin, uses and raises Spanish Ranch
Mastiff/ Polish Tartra/Maremma

cross guardian dogs with her poultry
and sheep. She feels this cross gives
her stock the best protection from local predators that range from wolves
to owls. Falk believes the pups do not
bond to poultry as they do with lambs
and other livestock. They can coexist
well with poultry but do not show the
same level of interaction.
LGDs and lambs will seek each
other out, lick faces and sleep together. Birds will sleep close to the dogs
for warmth but will readily show aggression as well. Falk raises pups with
meat chickens which she feels are less
aggressive than laying hens. Once the
pups reach about four months of age
they are moved outside the poultry
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pens in with sheep since they need
room to romp, play and explore. Falk
says LGDs do not necessarily need
to be kept with poultry to be effective against predators — outside the
poultry netting is sufficient, especially
if there is not an existing predator
problem.
Falk has found many LGD owners
do not understand how best to raise
the dogs to allow them to guard effectively.
“People have their own ideas how
the dogs should live and work, and
this often interferes with the success
of the dogs. Some of the more difficult
pups seem to mature into the most effective guardians.”
Mike Pemberton
Mike Pemberton of Lynnville, Indiana, uses Anatolian Shepherds to
keep his goats safe. His first dog came
with the goat herd. He kids in the fall
and calves in the spring. He uses a female and male pair of Anatolians and
says his females tend to stay with the
herd while males patrol.
He has experienced a few problems with the dogs: Some dogs will
cause mismothering to occur by
claiming the newborns or by “protecting” them from their mothers and
pups can chase and chew on kids. His
adult dogs tend to discipline the pups,
putting a stop to chasing. Pemberton
admits raising a single or pairs of pups
with stock can be challenging. He suggests dangle sticks to stop adolescent
behavior to allow the pups to mature,
which may take up to two years.
Arlette Seib
Arlette Seib of Saskatchewan, Canada, uses LGDs with her range flock
of Clun Forest, Corriedale crossbred
ewes. Seib is a firm believer in the
LGDs abilities to protect her flock.
She has witnessed her LGDs dividing
duties.
“In my situation with large pastures
of 80 to 320 acres I use multiple dogs.
They work out who patrols and who
stays within the flock. Raising pairs
of pups together provides a team to
combat predators. This works well
for me.”
Seib uses adult and adolescent dogs
together in the flock. Most of the pups
she raises are working well by 12 to
14 months. Seib has used Great Prye-
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nees, Akbash, Anatolian and Maremma guardians and crosses of these
breeds. Her experience has been that
breed does influence the way the dogs
work, but whether they stay with the
flock or patrol is an individual trait.
Akbash and Anatolians are usually
the first to show a change in behavior
when predators are close to the flock.
“They alert more readily, then they
move and begin barking while Great
Pyrenees and Maremma bark first.”
Anatolians seem to travel and patrol more than other breeds, while
Maremmas stay closer to the flock.
She has found purchasing pups from
working parents that fit her management leads to the greatest chance of
them maturing into good working
dogs. She approaches the dogs the
same way she approaches stock management — start with the right genetics
for the situation and raise them correctly so they can do their job. She
chooses a pup from the middle of the
litter, one that is calm, not skittish and
seems to be a ‘thinker.’
Seib says the energy of the dogs
affects the flock, and calm, confident
dogs lead to a calm flock. When she
gets a new LGD pup at 8 to 10 weeks
old they are placed in a pen with
sheep away from sight of the house
and herding dogs in the yard. Pups are
supervised, any unwanted behavior is
corrected and the pup is handled in a
matter-of-fact manner. Seib provides a
place for the pup to move away from
sheep to eat and sleep undisturbed.
Any attempt to leave the sheep or
follow her is discouraged. If the pup
starts harassing lambs she moves the
pup in with older ewes or rams who
will discipline any rough behavior. As
the pups mature she moves them to a
small pasture where they can follow
the grazing flock, beginning to integrate into rotational grazing practices
and the larger flock. Seib says at 8
years old her dogs are slowing down.
She uses five to six guardians for her
flock and tries to have pups coming
up when her older dogs are reaching
7 years old.
“I am amazed watching the way
the dogs and sheep interact, the bond

between them and how dedicated the
dogs are to the flock.”
Brian Dietrich
Brian Dietrich, D.V.M. of Silverton, Oregon, has a pasture-based flock
of Dorset and Dorset crosses. Dietrich, who uses and raises LGDs, understands the difficulty many face in
finding a good guardian dog that can
be trusted fully and takes very little
supervision.
“I like to have my puppies in with
gentle sheep as they are born so they
can get that physical connection with
the animals they will guard. I feel
that physical touch, smell, taste, etc.
are important parts of the bond that
needs to form — not just seeing their
livestock from across a fence.”
Dietrich provides a creep or safe
area for the pups and prefers them to
be with lambing ewes that are used to
guardian dogs. He believes the bond
is well formed by the time the pups
are 6 to 8 weeks old. The pups are
raised in increasingly larger lots, starting with an acre lot when the pups are
3 to 4 months old. They begin following sheep then, by 6 months of age
“they should be able to travel as far
as the sheep and be actively ‘guarding’ by patrolling and barking at appropriate threats. You should be able
to trust the pups with the livestock at
all times. They will continue to grow
and develop their guarding skills until
they are able to defend the flock from
threats by the time they are 12-24
months old depending on the type of
predator pressure.”
Dietrich believes genetics is of paramount importance.
“I believe that by using good
breeding programs, we can select for
dogs that are either very active or
less active (depending on the specific
need) and do not harass or harm the
sheep in puppyhood and adolescence.
I have two Anatolians that are very
active dogs (look like greyhounds, can
travel 5 miles easily), and neither one
has ever harmed a sheep. One is in
the midst of adolescence (13 months)
and is completely trustworthy with
the sheep. The other six dogs are
Maremma/Pyrennes crosses and are
less active, work closer, are just as
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effective and are completely trustworthy as well. Do occasional ‘duds’
come along? Of course, but there are
a lot less if you breed the best to the
best, focus on what you want without
making excuses versus settling for
mediocrity and even propagating it.”
Dietrich asserts that LGDs need to
be put in the right environment to let
their natural instincts thrive, but they
should not have to be persuaded to
do their job. “Unlike herding dogs
that have been selected (and culled)
for hundreds of years to fit our production systems, LGDs are fairly new
to the Western world, and the lack of
selection and culling is very obvious.
This is not a new phenomenon. It
happens across species whenever anything new is brought in. People have
a limited genetic base to select from
and lots of time and money invested
in importation (think Boer goats, alpacas, etc). LGDs have the potential
to keep sheep ranching/farming profitable even with the ever increasing
threat of predators.”
Denice Rackley is a freelance writer who has run
a commercial flock of sheep since the mid-1990s.
Denice raises and trains Border Collies and organizes herding dog clinics, lessons and demos.
Success with Stockdogs SARE Grant: Success with
stockdogs is a personalized three-part educational
program designed to introduce and educate livestock producers to the benefits of stockdogs and
learn to incorporate stockdogs into their operation. Workshops will be offered fall of 2017 and
spring and fall 2018. Each multi-day workshop will
include demonstrations as well as the opportunity
to work your dog on stock with the clinician to
improve specific skills you and/or your dog need.
For more information, visit clearfieldstockdogs.
com, call 605-842-6321, or email denice.r@lycos.
com.
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